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On Hold Shelf is a tried and trusted product from FE Technologies, and one that’s ready 

to revolutionise the “on holds” process.

By allowing any and every old hold item to be managed without staff intervention, On 

Hold Shelf puts you back in control:

• Staff no longer have to manually prepare on hold items for patrons

• Items are quickly placed on the hold shelves with their numbered cubicles 

• Patrons are automatically notified when their hold is available for collection

By allowing patrons to collect on hold items with nothing more than a quick scan of their 

library card, this smart system instantly frees up experienced staff. 

And in the case of on hold items that are not collected; they’re automatically held for the 

next patron in the library without your staff having to do a thing. Just what you want when 

you need a smart system that allows you to get more done in half the time.

Introducing On Hold Shelf



Interactive Kiosk Station
An integrated kiosk station, complete with touch screen display, 
allows patrons to quickly find their on hold items as soon as they walk 
through the door. Everything is initiated with nothing but a quick scan 
of their library card, and the allocated cubicle number appears for 
stress-free collection.

Positioning Metal Cubicles
All of our on hold shelves are made using positioning metal cubicles 
controlled with individual antennas. Ideal when you want to increase 
cubicle accuracy to position items on the shelves. 

Cubicle Numbers
Each cubicle is assigned a number, making it easy for any patron to 
track down their on hold item. It’s the tried and tested way to boost 
your borrowing rates while using less staff time.

Modular Design
Every main shelf is assembled from 7 standard cubicles, and 
additional shelves of 7 cubicles can easily be added to the main 
unit. By linking up to 8 units together, you can create a unique layout 
to meet the exact needs of your patrons. And because each shelf 
module provides 122 inches of linear shelf space, you can use it to 
accommodate up to 120 books with ease.



Customized Shelf Colors & Cabinets
Your new on hold shelf comes expertly finished in a standard black 
color for both the cabinetry and inner shelf body. If you wish to cus-
tomize the color according to your own color theme, simply get in 
touch and let us know what you need.

Smart Handling For Large Books
A taller cubicle is also included which allows larger on hold items such 
as tall books or magazines to be stored without any delays. Perfect for 
the flexible solution that will make all the difference.

Automatic check in of on hold items
On hold items are placed in an available cubicle, allowing the system 
to auto assign the item to the specific patron’s account. By removing 
the need for manual staff intervention, this powerful new system frees 
up experienced staff for higher value tasks.

Expired hold reports
When an item is retrieved, it will be removed from the inventory. If on 
hold items are not collected and have expired, the system automati-
cally checks all items back into the ILS, and assigns it to a waiting pa-
tron if it’s currently in the queue. Any left over expired items are listed 
by cubicle in the expired hold report.  Ideal for smoothing out the hold 
process for library staff.

No hold slips required
Reduce waste and manual tasks by eliminating the need for hold slips 
once and for all. Exactly what’s needed when it’s time to streamline 
your library operations the smart way.
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